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@PROMT English-French Professional Translator is a comprehensive instrument for document and advanced text
interpretation, that offers customizable tools, dictionaries and memory databases. Accurate and speedy translations This
complex software includes multiple components that allow you to obtain an accurate translation in a short time. PROMT
Translator is an advanced tool that offers support for interpreting large texts and even entire documents. The program can
handle formats such as Text, Word, Excel, PDF files, emails and presentations with up to 60 pages. Specialized dictionary

PROMT Dictionary Editor allows you to customize the built-in Thesaurus, by adding names, phrases, idioms, gender rules for
nouns or particularities regarding pronouns. You can create or import entire dictionaries and password protect them. The

program’s built-in dictionaries include specialized terminology from business, computer, law, Internet, travel and technical
domains. PROMT for ICQ allows you to read and send translated messages with ICQ instant Messenger. You can communicate
with non-English speakers without effort. Batch translations PROMT Batch Translator enables you to import multiple files and
queue the translation process. The software can perform the translation automatically and notify you about the occurring errors.
Similarly to the other components of PROMT, the Batch Translator supports several file formats, including PDF, PPT, HTML,
RTF or TXT. PROMT TM Manager is designed to help you translate and understand proverbs and idioms from both English to
French and French to English. Advanced recognition and conversion The software features built-in Readiris OCR function, that
enables the recognition and translation of image files, such as PDF, TIFF or JPG, as well as their conversion to text without loss
of quality or layout. Translation plug-ins With PROMT Plugin Manager, you can add translator extensions to software such as
Internet Explorer and Microsoft Office. This component also enables you to manage the translation of XML files. Conclusion

@PROMT English-French Professional Translator is a bundle professional instruments that enable you to communicate fluently
with people who speak other languages as well as translate official documents, such as business files, emails, presentations or

diplomas. This website stores cookies on your computer. These cookies are used to collect information about how you interact
with our website and allow us to remember you. We use this information in order to improve and customize your browsing

experience and for analytics and
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Similarly to the other components of PROMT, the Batch Translator supports several file formats, including PDF, PPT, HTML,
RTF or TXT. PROMT TM Manager is designed to help you translate and understand proverbs and idioms from both English to
French and French to English. Advanced recognition and conversion The software features built-in Readiris OCR function, that
enables the recognition and translation of image files, such as PDF, TIFF or JPG, as well as their conversion to text without loss
of quality or layout. Translation plug-ins With PROMT Plugin Manager, you can add translator extensions to software such as
Internet Explorer and Microsoft Office. This component also enables you to manage the translation of XML files. Conclusion

@PROMT English-French Professional Translator is a bundle professional instruments that enable you to communicate fluently
with people who speak other languages as well as translate official documents, such as business files, emails, presentations or

diplomas. @TETONIC English-French Translator - Advanced tool for advanced documentation and text processing
Description: @TETONIC English-French Translator - Advanced tool for advanced documentation and text processing. It also

supports 09e8f5149f
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English-French Professional Translator software bundle is a comprehensive tool that helps you to communicate with people who
speak other languages. Features: High-quality translation of the Internet. Advanced tools for translation of files. Translation plug-
ins for Microsoft Office. Full text search for Internet Load your files from the Internet and start the translation process at once.
The software can read rtf, txt, doc and zip files and convert them to the required format. The search function allows you to
translate words from any page in the files you select. File format support You can translate any file with PROMT English-
French Professional Translator. The software supports loads files from the formats. Pdf, txt, rtf, doc, html, ppt and the rest. You
can export the translation results into png, tif, bmp, jpg and gif. Professional dictionaries The software allows you to import
entire specialized dictionaries from Business, Computer, Law, Internet, Travel and Technical. New words, definitions,
vocabulary and phrases can be assigned to any language. The software supports clipboard and password protection of
dictionaries. You can also customize the built-in Thesaurus. Thesaurus allows you to modify the words and phrases based on
their gender, part of speech or particularity for the noun. Import and edit translations You can easily customize the software by
choosing the version from your your own translation or simply import a translation from the Internet. Export the translation
results into pdf, txt, rtf, doc, html, ppt and the rest. Proverbs and idioms translator @PROMT Translator Professional allows you
to translate proverbs and idioms and understand them. The application can analyze the phrases in English or French and display
them with the most useful translations. PROMT Translator Professional offers the convenient full text search function that can
be used for search and translation of proverbs and idioms from bilingual corpora, such as websites, books and articles.
Professional dictionary integration In addition to the English-French dictionary, you can also integrate the file into the
dictionary in the other language. If you want to use the dictionary, the program displays all words from the translation that are
also in the dictionary. Multiple conversion The program can convert any file from Internet. The file can be selected from the
Internet in the rtf, txt, doc, pdf, ppt and the rest formats. Document conversion The

What's New In?

• Office Integration: PROMT Translator integrates into Microsoft Office, allows you to view, modify, or create documents in
English and French. You can work with Word, Excel, PowerPoint, and Word documents in both languages. • PDF Tool: You
can use PROMT to view and edit PDF files in both languages. You can easily annotate PDF files, highlight text, or write notes. •
Extra PDF Tools: PROMT offers many PDF tools to help you work with PDF files. You can simply search PDF files, translate,
even create a PDF file from scratch. • Extended Word Tools: PROMT lets you work with special formatting and grammar in
English and French, such as proper names, gender rules, dates, and numbers. • Translation Memory: PROMT is equipped with a
built-in translation memory that provides instant translation of long phrases, texts, and documents. It allows the software to look
up and replace words that have already been translated. You can create your own custom dictionary or import an existing
dictionary. • Advanced Recognition Tools: PROMT has advanced OCR tools that makes computer recognition of documents
and files faster and easier. The program will allow you to search and view documents, verify, extract text, even recognize and
convert images. • Advanced Tagging Tools: PROMT comes with advanced features for synonyms, translations, different
languages. With advanced tools, you can search for synonyms or correct the translations directly. • Integrated Conversion Tools:
PROMT integrated with a variety of supported file format conversion tools that allows you to convert text, images, or PDF files
to a file format that you prefer. Valour 7/10 Dez. 2016 Awesome Pros: I use to hate having to pick English over French. This
one not only gives you a great PDF translation but also a image/text recognition. It’s a true life saver when I need to translate a
paper or report. But it also leaves a little something to be desired. I wish it had an equivalent for video. If I could it would be 5
stars. Hugo 7/10 Jue. 2016 Super Pros: Nice app. Its very helpful for one-off jobs. Cons: If you want to change document/files
format I think that its not too good. In addition that you cant change language just a single
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System Requirements:

A PlayStation®3 (PS3™) system (computer system sold in Asia, North America, and Europe) A broadband Internet connection
Remote Play is only supported for use on Sony Ericsson phones (selected models only) A download from the
PlayStation®Network is required to play, and will be made available on a predetermined date after the launch of the game.
Online features require an account and are subject to terms of service and applicable privacy policy
(playstationnetwork.com/terms-of-service & playstationnetwork.com
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